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Introduction

★ Recently, I walked into a fifth-grade classroom with

ow

a first grader’s story in my hand.
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I read a bit of it aloud (it was a fantasy called “The Sea Buddies”). Then, using
the document camera, I pointed out several instances of specific word choice.
This little writer had included vivid verbs like deflate, bolt, and grumble and
imaginative descriptions like, “They all played fin tag and puffer fish tennis in the
open sea.” The impact on this class of fifth graders was exciting to watch. It was
like a mini-writing revolution! “Well, if a first grader can do it, we can definitely
do it, too!” Eyes pored over drafts with laser focus. Sure enough, before long the
students were talking about the changes they made to their verbs and descriptions,
eagerly wanting to share their own examples under the document camera.
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The power of peer models is undeniable. I’ve been a happy witness to this underutilized resource for years. When students see others like themselves taking risks
in their writing, persevering, problem-solving, crafting, and succeeding, they
become empowered more so than I see with trade mentor texts, anchor charts, or
other tools for teaching writing. The models reassure them that they, too, are writers
with important ideas to share and the ability to write well. They, too, can do this.
In this book, you’re holding a resource rich with the hearts, minds, words, and work
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of 33 young writers. These pieces are hot-off-their-pencils, 95 percent of them from
my Title I school. Though the precious samples included here were collected over the
course of less than a year, they represent a lifetime of passion. My heart and soul is
with K–2 writers. I love watching youngsters develop their voices and discover the
joy and power of writing. I love to watch kids who can barely scribble a letter of their
names blossom into confident page-fillers bursting with ideas to share, armed with the
capacity to get the job done. As a K–6 literacy coach, I’ve worked with our faculty to
ensure our students are writing up a storm daily. Though the majority of them entered
as kindergartners without the ability to write their names or identify letters, we see
the same success story over and over again: Students routinely become successful,
motivated writers—not just for standards, but for real purposes.
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The movement to use children’s trade books as mentor texts for writing instruction
has been in full swing for many years. Indeed, professionally authored mentor texts
are an instructional staple in writing classrooms, enabling teachers to tune students
in to the sound and structure of language and the purpose of varied text types
(in addition to just plain getting lost in great literature or building a sense of
wonder around well-written exposition). I use them routinely to make specific
teaching points and inspire writers across genres. When we couple this resource
with peer models that demonstrate attainable results, we get tremendous payback
for our investment.
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The samples I’ve chosen to include here are by no means perfect, and they weren’t
meant to be. We don’t want to discourage students by using peer models that seem
out of reach. In fact, new research coming out of Harvard and the University of
California, Berkeley, demonstrates how the use of exemplary peer writing models
actually deters students, causing them to be less engaged and even give up

2
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(Rogers and Feller, 2016). Naturally, this research has implications for the use of
our own students’ texts as models. I don’t wait around for the perfect example.
Instead, I peruse students’ writing, both during classroom writing time as they write
and during my prep times, looking for teaching points based on needs I see. Then,
I choose a student’s piece that demonstrates a targeted skill, strategy, element, or
craft move that is beginning to develop or is otherwise present. I zero in, celebrating
specific attributes in the piece, explaining and defining, typically with the studentauthor right beside me contributing to the lesson. To put it simply, we mine each
other’s pieces for parts we can use. We learn from each other, engaged in one
another’s processes, excited by possibility as we work toward goals. Again, it’s not
about perfection, but about targeted instruction within the meaningful context of
one another’s ongoing work. The use of peer models adds to the sense of community
in our writing classroom, helping everyone realize we are all teachers and validating
each child in the process.
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I’ve been teaching writing for over 27 years. Though every class is different and
teaching writing is an exhilarating journey that always promises surprise along the
way, I’ve noticed the same issues come up over and over again. The fact that similar
teaching points need to be made year after year is another reason I decided to write
this book. Here, you have samples you can use to explicitly name, define, explain, and
model these points within an influential, authentic context—that of a peer’s writing.
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You’ll find I emphasize purposefulness in our writing, sharing several samples that were
written to serve authentic purposes and audiences. It is my hope that the principle of
making writing as purposeful and relevant as possible becomes foundational in the
experiences you offer your young writers, as well.
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Informative

Here you see the teacher’s
instructional focus as the
text was produced.

★ FOCUS: Naming and supplying information about a topic; staying focused on the topic;
revising to add a detail

STANDARDS CONNECTION: Writing informative pieces; naming the topic;
supplying information relative to the topic

Standards are
highlighted up front.

uc

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT: Through shared reading, students enjoyed an informative book
about frogs. Afterward, the teacher asked them to write about something they learned. Once
students finished, she asked them to go back and revise their writing, adding a detail about what
they had learned. They used a simple strategy to generate details: reread their pieces and
then ask a Who, What, Why, Where, When, or How question. This was modeled several times under
the document camera and students paired up to reread and ask a question. After answering, they
added their detail to their writing (often by taping on an additional piece of paper).

Ed

Here’s an overview
of how the mentor text
was produced.

ow

TEACHING POINTS:

IN THIS TEXT:

nl

Q Explicitly name the topic and supply information about that topic when writing informative pieces.
We stay on topic throughout our piece.
QAdd details by asking simple Who, What, Why, Where, When, or How questions to help our readers
learn more about our topic.

You can use this mentor
text to explicitly make
these teaching points.

IN THIS TEXT:

Claire added a detail to her piece after her partner
asked her Why? (Why do they have webbed feet?).
Since she had already used all the space on her
paper, she taped on another piece to make the
addition.

ow

Claire directly names her topic (frogs) and supplies
some information about them, staying true to the
topic.

Examples from the mentor
text are set in blue italics.

Br

Frogs can hop.

They have web feet.

They use the web feet to swim.

WRITERS MIGHT CONSIDER:

Ideas for guided practice —
getting writers to
try out teaching points —
are detailed here.
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What if Claire had written:
Frog can hop. They have web feet. Other animals
have web feet, too, like ducks. Ducks swim in water.

H

Where did Claire go off-topic? Why do you think
that happened?

©

When more information is
available, it is noted here.

Adding details is not difficult to do. Rereading your
piece to your neighbor, asking him to chime in with
Who, What, Why, Where, When, or How questions
really works. Try it! Partner with another writer.
As you listen to his piece, find a place to ask one of
these questions. If your partner can answer, he can
add a detail to his writing. If he can’t answer, he
has something to investigate! Now, it’s your turn!
After you read, your partner asks you a question,
and you add a detail to your writing. What do you
think? Did this improve your piece?

To read more about this strategy on a more advanced scale, see Caden’s narrative example on page 62.

12
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WRITERS MIGHT CONSIDER:

Notice how Claire stayed true to her topic, frogs.
Some writers lose sight of their focus and drift off
topic. They actually end up writing about something
else. Has this ever happened to you? Be sure to
always reread your piece to make sure you stay on
topic!
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Hooray! Here’s who wrote this piece.

For a reproducible version of this text, see page 108.
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AUTHOR:

Claire
GRADE:

The mentor texts are
included here for
easy reference. The
full texts are reproduced at the back
of the book and are
also available online
at www.sde.com/
mentortexts.
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A transcript of the
student text is provided here.
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Frogs can hop. They have web feet. They use the web feet to swim.

You will find suggestions on how to
extend and expand
the mentor text
lesson here.

FOLLOWUP TEACHING:

Asking Who, What, Why, Where, When, and How questions is the first
strategy I teach throughout the grades to help students add details to
their writing. It’s simple, and, with some modeling, most students can do it
with ease. I keep a list of these questions so children can reference it when
working with partners. After they’ve worked with partners several times,
they start internalizing this strategy and can ask themselves questions as
they reread. Also, to ensure student understanding, be sure to model asking
these questions aloud to yourself as you revise to add details to your writing.
Before you know it, you’ll see and hear students using the strategy independently!
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There is a definite cycle of engagement that goes along with using these texts.
First, you’ll see a need in your students’ writing or you’ll have the need to teach a
particular objective based on standards. Use the Matrix of Teaching Points to find a
sample that fits that need. Next, share the text with your writers. Name the skill or
strategy, define it clearly, and point out how the author used it and why. Follow this by
asking students to try out what they’ve learned. Ideas for this kind of follow-up are included with the teaching points in the Writers Might Consider sections found in each
mentor text. Then, debrief to be sure students understand when, why, and how they
will use the skill or strategy.
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Identify a need in
students’ writing
or the need to teach
an objective from
standards.

We o
Can D
This!

Share a peer mentor
text containing the
targeted skill, strategy,
element, or craft move
with your students.
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Watch for students using
the highlighted skill,
strategy, element,
or craft move in their
everyday writing.
Celebrate their efforts!

6

Guided practice:
students try out what
they’ve learned.
Afterwards, debrief so they
know when, why, and how
they’ll use their learning.

Name the skill,
strategy, element, or
craft move, define it,
point out how the
author used it and why.
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Keep in mind that most teaching points lend themselves to quick, guided practice before
students move on to independent writing. For example, one teaching point for Michael’s
first grade informative piece on black jaguars is to learn to use bold headings. A quick
way to practice this after teaching the concept using the mentor text is to read a bit
from another informational source and ask students to work in pairs to talk about, and
then write, a bold heading that fits that information. Of course, this lesson fits well
when students are working on their own informational pieces, so follow up by having
them look for categories of information in their writing and compose bold headings to
match. Finally, look for examples of your students using the skill or strategy in their
own writing and celebrate under the document camera. This is HUGELY motivating to
writers, and you’ll see more and more of what you’re looking for when you take the time
to include this step.
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Teaching from student mentor texts doesn’t always have to occur in a whole-group
setting. You may find that a particular group of students is in need of a teaching point
that the majority of students are not. Pull them aside and conduct a small-group
meeting, using the sample to teach just as you would with the whole group.
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TEACHINGPOINT MATRIX
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To facilitate your ability to quickly pinpoint which student mentor text fits your needs
at any given time, I’ve generated a matrix of teaching points included on pages 104–
105. Among the teaching points you’ll find a focus on:
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• teaching the elements and organization of varied text types
• writing processes like generating ideas, prewriting, getting thoughts down
on paper for the more emergent to the more fluent writer, revision, and editing
• incorporating craft elements like word choice, sentence structure,
and voice into writing
• conventions and spelling
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EFFECTIVELY USING THE MENTOR TEXTS
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I began this introduction with a story of how I successfully used one first grader’s
narrative in a fifth-grade classroom. Though there are grade levels attached to the
samples, use them flexibly. If it fits your students’ needs, use a kindergarten sample
in first grade or a second-grade sample in kindergarten. Along these same lines, any
sample can be used to make teaching points other than those I’ve chosen to identify.
You may see something differently than I did, or a piece may be the perfect fit for a
completely different need.
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Focus on one or two teaching points at a time so as to keep lessons short, and save
the majority of class time for actual writing. It is perfectly fine to use a mentor text in
more than one lesson. In fact, you’ll find that’s pretty imperative. Teaching points have
to be repeated several times for them to stick. And, you’ll want to augment the use of
these samples with those of your students as you process and celebrate their efforts.
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USING YOUR OWN STUDENTS’ WRITING AS MENTOR TEXTS
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As you use your own students’ pieces as mentors, remember to honor the writing
of students at varied proficiency levels. We can all learn something from another
writer if we look at their writing through a positive lens, even if we highlight just a
word or phrase. (Ask yourself, “What has the writer done well here?”) Talking publicly
with writers at different stages can shed light on strategies they use that may help
push others forward. Making writers feel valued is a core reason we use student
samples as mentors.
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When you find samples that fit particular teaching points, be sure to keep copies
for your files. Like me, I’m sure you’ll discover similar needs pop up year after year,
so you can always use a sample again with a different group of students. And since
a particular point often warrants revisiting, if you keep the samples you find valuable,
you’ll have them ready to go.
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